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Early Illustrations and Cover Designs, 1905-1910

9. Illustration for Delineator with the caption, "Group after group in scarlet and blue and gold danced across the frozen snow drifts."


11. Illustrations for McCall's, 1905.


14. Illustration for *McClure's* with the caption, "'Back up against the house, Mr. Ames!' shouted Captain Bray. 'I'm Coming!!'"

15. Illustration for *McClure's* with the caption, "The circle closed in as the sea surges up upon the land," 1905.

16. Cover design for *American Magazine*.

17. Illustration for *Collier's*, 1908.

18. Illustration from an unidentified magazine, 1910.

19. Illustration for *Collier's*, 1908.

20. Cover design for *American Magazine*.

21. Cover design for *American Magazine*.

22. Illustration for *Collier's*, 1908.


26. Articles by Arthur Covey, 1905-1931.

27. Covey Family genealogy.


29. Miscellaneous materials: brochures, newspaper clippings, etc.

30. Three photographs of murals for Lord and Taylor's Toy Department, 1918 or 1919.

**Box C-31**

**Folder**

1. Unidentified industrial photos used as data by Mr. Covey, probably for the Toledo murals.

2. Kohler Company, Kohler, Wisconsin. Industrial photos used as data by Mr. Covey.

3. Photos of Kohler Company used as data for the Kohler Murals by Mr. Covey.
4. Kohler Company booklets showing the work of Mr. Covey.

5. National Society of Mural Painters booklets, showing some of Mr. Covey's works.


Also, four sketch books used by Mr. Covey.